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We are recruiting for the full-time position of a PhD researcher in the fields of Machine Learning
(ML)/Information Retrieval (IR) to join the ANR Project on ”Search-oriented conversational systems”
(SESAMS).
The candidate will be involved in the design of reinforcement learning models for supporting search-
oriented conversational systems. The objective of the thesis is to reverse the information retrieval
paradigm based on scoring models to design IR-driven reinforcement policy by taking into account
users’ interactions with search engines and conversational systems.

Thesis topic

In conversational systems, interactions engaged by the conversational system are inherently correlated
with the quality of the outcomes. Indeed, while the goal of chit-chat bots is to provide discussions that
are in the continuity of the conversation [RCD11], task-oriented bots generally focus on identifying the
right response with respect to a particular question (whether associated to a slot filling step or not) as
done in ad-hoc retrieval [BW16]. However, the multi-turn setting imposed by conversational systems
offers the possibility to engage the system in a constructive interaction with the user to help the user
accomplishing his/her task. In conversational systems, this feature is mainly addressed using decision-
making processes based on reinforcement learning models, such as POMDP [YGTW13, SDVM+17] or
deep reinforcement learning [LCL+17, WVM+17, ZE16]. These approaches are used to anticipate the
next action of the user and accordingly moderate the system response. In the context of conversational
search, the framework is different since it assumes that system-to-user interactions are specific to the IR
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purposes [RC17]. For instance, the search-oriented conversational system might ask the user to refine
the query or to express his/her preferences between queries reformulated by the conversational system
or between documents retrieved by the search engine. These bi-directional interactions within search-
oriented conversational systems open a new perspective to user-driven system-mediated scenarios, as
defined in the context of collaborative search [SST14]. Search-oriented conversational systems have led to
exciting research work these last years: the definition of the new paradigm and its underlying challenges
[ACH+20, RC17], interactive IR or query reformulation models to mimic the behavior of conversational
systems [ASD18, MRC+20, VLR+20], and more recently the introduction of reinforcement learning
frameworks for ranking [XWX+20] or interactive IR [CTY20, MZA20, ZZZ+20]. This thesis is in line
with this last research direction and aims at exploiting machine learning techniques to the benefit of IR
models.

Context

The SESAMS project involves several researchers from world-wide laboratory (LIP6 as main investigator,
Facebook France, Montréal, Lille). The thesis with co-supervised by Laure Soulier (MLIA-LIP6) and
Ludovic Denoyer (FAIR). The candidate will be host in the LIP6 lab in the MLIA team.

The MLIA team at computer Science lab. at Sorbonne, hosts 10 permanent researchers and 30
PhDs. The lab is equipped with computer facilities including GPU clusters (¿70 GPU cards) required
for machine learning and deep learning projects. The PhD students will have a workplace and access to
all the facilities of the lab. Sorbonne University has launched in 2019 a research center on AI (Sorbonne
Center on AI). The PhD students will have access to all the facilities provided by the center.

Required Qualification

Candidates have an outstanding master‘s degree (or an equivalent university degree) in computer science
or another related disciplines (as e.g. mathematics, computational linguistics, information sciences,
computer engineering, etc.).

The candidate should master statistical learning methods, information retrieval and/or natural lan-
guage processing fields.

We expect outstanding analytical competence, strong interest in interdisciplinary research (Machine
learning/Information retrieval), experience in software engineering (strong programming skills in Python
and ML/RL libraries), as well as superior organization and communication skills.

Fluency in spoken and written English is required.
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